
ALL PRICES ARE DETERMINED AFTER SERVICES ARE COMPLETED; PRICES 
BELOW ARE OUR STARTING PRICES AND WILL GO UP DEPENDING ON THE 
AMOUNT OF PRODUCT USED
SERVICE PRICE COMMENTS/ADDITIONAL CHARGES
Shampoo only (no blow dry) $2.00 dreads: shampoo/conditioner prices are doubled
Hooded dryer/air drying $1.00 includes styling products
Haircut $5.00
HAIRSTYLES BELOW COME WITH SHAMPOO
Simple roller set $6.00 vertically placed $1.00 extra
Flat wrap (bump under at ends included) $6.00 add simple iron curls after wrap $4.00 extra
Body wrap (roller wrap) (goes under dryer twice) $8.00 combination flat/roller wrap $4.00 extra
Regular waves $8.00 regular waves on long hair $12.00
Full head spiral set-roller (yellow or larger) $12.00 orange and blue rollers $15.00
Full head spiral set-perm rods $25.00 standard rod set $15.00; bricklay rod set $17.00
Updo with twist or various combinations $25.00 price may vary according to techniques used 
Rollers with spiral/waves combination $12.00 and up
French roll - plain $8.00 includes filler hair
French roll - curls added on top $10.00 includes filler hair
Marcel style (using stove) $12.00-$20.00 extra charge for combination style 
Blow dry with round brush only $5.00 and up
Blow dry with simple iron curl $7.00
Braids/cornrows - whole head $20.00 this doesn't include any curls, etc.
Braids/cornrows - with extensions $35.00 press or flat iron before braiding, charged seperately
Dread twists $25.00-$35.00
Tracks (style and cut extra) $3.00 each clients furnish hair and glue
Quick weave $20.00
Sew-in (includes cut and basic style) $40.00-$60.00 clients furnish hair, thread, needles, glue, etc.
Box braids (medium or large only, no longer than mid-back) $40.00-$60.00 hair not included
Crochet (must have pre-looped hair) $40.00-$60.00
Silk press $15.00-$30.00
STYLING EXTRAS
Twists, braids, etc. $2.00 each depending on size/ detail (simple hairline twist $5.00) 
CONDITIONING TREATMENTS Includes shampoo, does not include styling
Aphogee treatment $6.00
Deep conditioning $5.00 these go under the dryer
Keratin reconstructing treatment (blowout) $60.00-$150.00 price based on actual ounces of product used
Scalp treatment (oil or conditoner) $3.00

CHEMICALS   CONDITIONER AND BASIC STYLE IS INCLUDED

additional charges will be added if more than 1 inch of new growth 
is present, if a specific brand is requested by the client, if extra 
product is used($5-$10 per box)

Relaxer retouch $25.00 virgin relaxer (or more than 1in. new growth $30.00)
Permanent wave $30.00 haircut is an extra charge
Spiral perm $45.00 includes two boxes of solution
Specialty wrap perms $40.00 includes two boxes of solution
Soft curl perm (includes trim) $30.00
Color retouch $24.00 virgin tint (or more than 1 in. new growth $30.00)
Demi color/gloss $25.00
Foil Highlights $30.00+ gloss or toner after highlights $10.00
Cap highlights $24.00
Semi-permanent color (accent piece) $12.00+ Does not include pre-lightening
Balayage $40.00+ includes toner
SKIN AND NAILS French polish $2 extra, Nail art $5 extra or $1 per nail
Basic manicure without polish $6.00
Basic manicure with regular polish $7.00
Basic manicure with gel polish $12.00
Basic pedicure without polish $12.00
Basic pedicure with regular polish $15.00
Basic pedicure with gel polish $20.00
Regular polish only $4.00
Gel polish only $8.00
Soak-off (nail enhancements) $5.00
Facial $5.00
Eyebrow arch (waxing or tweezing) $5.00 facial waxing on lips, chin, sideburns, etc. $3.00 each area
Eyebrow/eyelash tint $6.00


